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• Whisper quiet magnetic resistance provides smooth transitions

• Wireless LCD console is back lit,measures WATTS, speed, time, RPM/cadence, 
calories, BPM(HR), and distance

• Bluetooth FTMS connectivity for 3rd party app functionality

• Fully adjustable up/down, fore/aft racing style seat and handlebars

• 48 lb/22 kg chrome plated heavy duty flywheel

• Deluxe pedals equipped with toe clips and SPD technology

Take your ride to the next level with the SOLE SB900 Indoor Cycle. Equipped with Bluetooth FTMS 
technology allowing users to connect to leading 3rd party apps like Zwift, Kinomap, Health and 
many others. SOLE has combined the needs of both the indoor and outdoor cycle enthusiast by 
designing this bike for comfort, performance, and style. The wireless console delivers key metrics 
including WATTS measurement and comes with a rechargeable battery lasting up to 130 hours. 
With a 48 lbs flywheel, fully adjustable seat/handlebars, and a commercial-grade frame the SOLE 
SB900 Indoor Cycle is a great health investment that will stand the test of time and be a worthy 
addition to your fitness arsenal.

900 INDOOR CYCLE TRAINER

ZWIFT

FITBIT *

KINOMA P

INCLUDES BLUETOOTH FTMS
CONNECTS TO:

AND MORE!

MAP MY

HEALTH

FITNESS*

KIT*

*Dumbbells not included
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Comfortable,
adjustable
saddle with
comfort groove

Seat Post with
fore/aft/up/down
adjustments

      PVC coated    
      handlebars

Adjustable magnetic 
resistance with 
quick-stop brake

Water bottle and 
dumbbell holder

48 lb laser precision 
balanced stainless 
steel heavy duty 
flywheel

Belt drive
system

Heavy-duty 
steel frame

Toe cage
pedals 
and SPD

900  EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Console

Heart Rate

Resistance

Drive Train

Flywheel

Seat

Foot Pedals

Frame

Handlebar

Transport

Max User Weight

Dimensions

Packaging 

Wireless LCD readout for WATTS, speed, time, RPM, calories, BPM, distance, with built-in tablet/phone holder

 Bluetooth compatible (chest strap not included) 

Precise manually adjustable magnetic tension with emergency stop 

Belt drive

48 lb/22 kg chrome plated heavy duty flywheel

Racing style dual tone seat is fully adjustable—up/down, fore/aft— for perfect cycling positioning

Deluxe pedals equipped with toe clips and SPD technology

Heavy-duty steel frame

Deluxe racing style handlebars with up/down, fore/aft adjustments, water bottle and dumbbell rack

Durable transport wheels with levelling system for stability

300 lb/136 kg

47" x 21.5" x 50"/119.5 cm x 55 cm x 127 cm, 136Ib/62kg

42.5" x 10.5" x 41"/108 cm x 27 cm x 104.5 cm, 147 lb/67 kg, 10.6 cu. ft.

UPC 6 93315 07909 2

WARRANTY INFORMATION Warranty: Frame: Lifetime, Parts: 3 years, Labour: 1 year

Transport wheels

Wireless LCDBluetooth FTMS 
capable console with Phone & Tablet Holder

*Warranty is only valid for a “Non-Dues Paying Facility”

Tablet not
included

Bluetooth Bluetooth FTMS connectivity for 3rd party app functionality

WATTS WATTS measurement for fine tuned, specific result metrics




